
ID: beastmode
Columns x Rows: 6 x 4
RTP: 96.32% (97.00% for feature buy) 
Payout Mechanic: 4096+ Ways
Volatility:       out of
Max Win Per Way: 25 x bet
Max Coinciding Win: 25,000 x bet

Max Win (Simulated): 25,000 x bet
Default Free Spin Cost: €0.10
Hit Frequency: 32.39%
Average Win Free Spins: 77.6 x bet 
Min Bet: €0.10
Max Bet: €40

WHICH BEACH? VENICE BEACH? YOU NEED TO BE MORE PACIFIC!

Join us in taking a walk on the wild side and see what you can find. The second collaboration 
between Relax and Casino Grounds sends us back to the 80’s muscling along Venice Beach. 
Players have the chance to walk with the lions and take a chance at pumping some weighty 
Iron all the way to the Bank.

Players will have three unique opportunities to tackle some seriously intense free spins where 
three thugs are lying in wait. Mystery symbols, Multiplier Ladders and Expanding Wilds are all 
available depending on what you choose, so select carefully as you won’t want to mess with 
the best. 

Lifes a beach!



RANDOM MYSTERY SPIN 

Random Mystery Spin is triggered randomly during the main game and guarantees landing 
at least one mystery symbol. Any mystery symbols will reveal the same symbol. The mystery 
spin continues as long as you get wins on any symbol excluding pure mystery symbol wins. 
Revealed Mystery symbols will be replaced with new mystery symbols after each cascade.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FREE SPINS

Free spins are triggered by collecting 3 or 4 bonus symbols. If triggered with 3 bonus symbols, 
the player can choose to gamble to win upgraded Free Spins (50/50% chance). If triggered by 
collecting 4 symbols, the player is awarded upgraded Free Spins. The player will get the option 
to choose one of the three below described Free Spins modes.

In all Free Spin modes, the player can land an Extra Spins symbol that will reward the visible 
amount of extra spins.

BIG WIN 
(bet multiplier 15+) 

1 in 94

EPIC WIN  
(bet multiplier 60+) 

1 in 431

PRINTING  
(200x + happens) 

 1 in 2711

MEGA WIN  
(bet multiplier 30+) 

1 in 189

WIN PROBABILITIES

FEATURES



MYSTERY SYMBOL

The player starts with 6 spins where persistent mystery 
symbols are present on the reels. The mystery symbols 
will reveal the same random symbol. The mystery symbols 
will reveal a symbol after every cascade but reappear as a 
new mystery symbol before the next cascade. Landing the 
Expand bomb symbol will expand the reel height by one 
row on the four middle reels and award +3 spins. Maximum 
reel height that can be achieved is 7. The upgraded version 
of the Mystery Symbol Free Spins mode will add 4 mystery 
symbols before the start of the first spin.

MULTIPLIER LADDER 

The player starts with 8 spins and with a x1 multiplier. After 
every win and between spins the multiplier will increase 
according to the multiplier ladder visible above the reels. At 
certain steps in the ladder extra spins are also awarded. The 
maximum multiplier on the ladder is 500x. The upgraded 
version of the Multiplier Ladder mode will add 1 extra spin, 
which will increase the chance to reach higher multipliers.

 
EXPANDING WILD

The player starts with 7 spins where wild symbols will expand 
downwards. The player will also gain multipliers for each Wild 
symbol. The upgraded version of the Expanding Wild mode 
will add a x10 starting multiplier.

 
BUY FREE SPINS

The Buy Feature awards free spins for 80 times the 
reference bet size. When purchased, the free spin selection 
screen is displayed and you can select the mode of your 
choice.

 
WIN UP TO 25 000X YOUR BET

If the sum of all wins achieved in one round reaches 
25,000x bet or higher, the player is awarded 25,000x bet for 
the whole round.

FEATURES



A win is created by matching symbols, regardless of vertical 
position, from left to right, starting on the leftmost reel.

HIGH MEDIUM

LOW BONUS WILD MYSTERY

SYMBOLS

PAYOUT MECHANICS

LANGUAGES

APPROVED JURISDICTIONS

Denmark Great Britain Latvia Romania

Estonia Isle of Man Malta Sweden

Bahasa Indonesia Dutch Hungarian Polish Thai

Bahasa Melayu English Italian Portuguese Turkish

Chinese (Simplified) Estonian Japanese Romanian Vietnamese

Chinese (Traditional) Finnish Korean Russian

Croatian French Khmer Slovak

Czech German Lithuanian Spanish

Danish Greek Norwegian Swedish


